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Abstract
Capturing and reusing design experience holds great potential for improving designer
effectiveness. The first step toward leveraging lessons from the past for design decision making is
gaining access to them. Because decisions early in the design process largely determine its ultimate
success, it is important to embrace the informal, unstructured information that is prevalent during
conceptual design. Information retrieval is proposed as the basis for access to this informal design
information. By creating hierarchical thesauri of life cycle design issues, design process terms, and
component and system functional decompositions, we hope to establish an intermediate language
in which design context can be captured. Experiments in design information retrieval exploiting
design context for determining document similarity within design case studies and design
notebooks demonstrate the value of this approach.
Introduction
While effort directed toward formalizing information during the design process has made
significant gains, the earliest stages of the design process have steadfastly resisted systematic
formalization. While there appears to be no theoretical reason for this, there may be significant
social barriers to formalizing conceptual design. Clearly, formalization is an approach with
potentially tremendous payoff in terms of automating the design process. However, we believe that
significant gains can be made by impressing some level of formalism over design information as it
now typically exists and that this effort might also aid in the formalization process.
This two-pronged approach has an analog in computer science/information retrieval. There are
efforts underway to formalize the total of human knowledge in the hope of capturing within the
computer that which is known so that natural language will become machine understandable, a
rather formidable task [Lenat 1995]. With the boom of the World Wide Web and its seemingly
endless supply of unstructured or loosely structured documents, improving access to information
stored in ‘natural’ languages has received a great deal of attention on both commercial and
academic fronts.
It may be hyperbolic to compare the task of formalizing design knowledge with that of formalizing
human knowledge in general. Circumscribing the target domain to design may make formalization
tenable; our focus is on how such circumscription can be exploited to improve access to informal
design information. We take a lesson from work in an even more highly circumscribed domain:
design for manufacture. Formalization efforts have spawned software capable of evaluating the
manufacturability of significant subsets of mechanical design [Beiter et al., 1993, BDI, Hryniak et
al., 1996], but little widespread adoption in industry has resulted. Instead of software developed
from formalization, industry has largely implemented a team-based approach to design which
emphasizes informal information sharing among design team stakeholders. We undertake to
overlay a level of formality over such information toward improving its reuse in the design
process.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows: a discussion related research is followed by a
description of a prototype design information retrieval system. Results from experiments
conducted in accessing two types of information source are presented and their implications on the
storage and reuse of informal design information is discussed.
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Different technical strategies for supporting early and late stages of
design both depend on formalization of design context. For conceptual
design, we apply descriptive models to determine how design context
might be represented and apply this representation toward improving
information retrieval in design.

Related Research
While we have used the term information generically, our concern is primarily with design
information. Thus, a brief discussion of both the types of information generated during the design
process and the ways in which this information might be exploited toward improving future design
endeavors is appropriate. Because we wish to develop a generic design information retrieval
method, the classification of design information in terms of the generality with which it might be
reused is significant. Figure 1 is provided to help contextualize the research goals of this project
within the field of design research.
Information and the Design Process
We must begin our discussion of design information retrieval by first settling on a notion of
information in the context of the design process. Perhaps the most generic view of the design
process comes to us from observations of design practice in the field of architecture. Kunz and
Rittel [1970] developed the Issue Based Information System (IBIS) as a process model for design
based on negotiation, identifying three main components:
Issues - Communicate the concerns of various stakeholders
Positions - Represent design alternatives
Arguments - Evaluate alternatives with respect to issues
It is important to note that IBIS brings some formalization to the negotiation process because
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discourse must be labeled. This discourse, however, is not a strict flow from issue to position to
argument - often times developing a position or an argument spawns a new issue to be resolved.
Negotiation in IBIS brings consensus among a team of individual design stakeholders; the set of
prototypes which engineers would typically call ‘the design’ arise as a side effect of this process.
Bucciarelli [1988] points out that this notion of ‘the design’ does not capture the ambiguity that
“persist[s] because the design is a socially held entity”. Basically, the real design is made up of the
interrelated concerns of the stakeholders (the design context) and how they shape exploration (i.e.
identification and evaluation of design alternatives) of the design space.
Because the IBIS model for the design process is derived from descriptive research, it is
reasonable to expect its elements to appear in design even if its methodology is not explicitly
followed. In fact, many efforts at design process formalization fit into the IBIS framework. Redux
[Petrie 1993] is the most explicit of these, capturing issues as goals and, based on an evolving set
of arguments, prompting reconsideration of positions taken. Intelligent Real-Time Design [Bradley
and Agogino 1994] describes a decision and information value theoretic framework which raises
issues to help the design team choose among specific alternatives. Wood and Agogino [1997]
extend this methodology into a framework that explicitly deals with design abstraction, directing
the attention of the design team by analyzing the design space to order design issues according to
the team’s stated objectives. Ullman [1994, Nagy et al., 1993] extends the IBIS framework to
encode the resolution of issues directly in terms of decisions. The process model underlying the
Dedal system [Baudin et al., 1993] also includes issue, alternative, evaluation, and decision. A
more formal, STEP-based representation for capturing and tracking design positions and
arguments within an implicit process model of negotiation and iteration has been proffered as well
[Qureshi et al., 1997]. These are just a sample of efforts which explicitly deal with the information
generated by and supporting the design process, but the breadth of activity leads one to conclude
that the information types from IBIS generically represent the design process. Issues, positions,
and arguments are thus the focus of development for our design thesauri.
Reusing Design Information
With IBIS enumerating the types of information present in the design process, we now concentrate
on reusing this information. Case-based reasoning (CBR) has been studied by the artificial
intelligence (AI) community for the application of experience to current tasks. Operating on
information bases smaller than practical for statistical or neural learning [Szykman, 1996; Peplinski
et al., 1996, Wood and Agogino, 1997] and with too little formalized knowledge of the domain for
single instance or explanation-based learning [e.g. Segre, 1987], CBR seems the perfect fit as a
reuse strategy for design. In fact, it has been applied extensively in the past with applications in
structural engineering [Maher et al., 1995], building layout [Garcia and Howard, 1992], system
design [Navinchandra 1988], and aircraft design [Domeshek et al., 1994].
The most generic description for CBR is simple: find similar cases, learn what you can from each
one, and synthesize a new solution based on what you learned. The design implementations above
run the gamut of formality of information from strict, predicate logic based reasoning[Maher et al.,
1995], to abstract qualitative reasoning [Navinchandra, 1988], to design objective rationality
diagnosis [Garcia and Howard, 1992]. Having applied a series of successively less formal CBR
techniques in the domain of conceptual architectural design [Pearce et al., 1992; Domeshek and
Kolodner, 1992], Domeshek and Kolodner provide the following insight about the storage of
design case information [Domeshek and Kolodner, 1993] (our underlines):
1. Organize cases into short, pointed presentations that teach specific lessons based on
particular experiences.
2. Index such stories in terms of design situations they address.
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3. Describe design situations in terms of design issues associated with particular
structural or functional parts of an artifact, and remember to consider issues arising
from all phases of the artifact’s life-cycle from the points of view of all relevant
stakeholders.
4. Explicitly note interaction between design issues to broaden the user’s focus and
draw their attention to related aspects of a design with which they should be
concerned.
5. Link stories of specific successes and failures to general guidelines which in turn
link back to other related stories in order to allow the user to easily explore a range
of responses to the same basic issue.
Of particular note here is the nature of design information that is useful. The emphasis is not on
machine understandable codes but rather on human-interpretable information. In addition,
considerable retrospection is also called for toward discovering and contextualizing lessons learned
from design instances. Beyond retrospection on the importance of issues and the success of
choices, design information must also be rooted in a rich description of its context within an artifact
description. Petroski [1985] seconds this view by pointing out notorious engineering failures that
resulted from a lack of rationale capture in formal documentation. Nor is the artifact itself capable
of communicating design issues of secondary importance which might dominate its extrapolation
[Petroski 1994].
The importance of informal information for both capturing and communicating design knowledge
leads us to study two (textual views of multimedia) collections of design information in this work.
Representing a high-level, considerate treatment of interrelationships among life-cycle design
issues is a set of retrospective case studies [Agogino and Hsi, 1993]. Design notebooks document
the evolution of an artifact including all of the alternatives, evaluations, and decisions associated
with its design. We define design context as a mapping into conceptual clusters in hierarchical
design thesauri and use it as an intermediate representation level for improving retrieval of informal
design information. Two such thesauri are studied: one representing life-cycle design issues, the
other encoding specific designs in terms of structural and functional decomposition and relating
these to generic components and functions.
Design Information Retrieval
Having described what we mean by design information and context, we now provide a brief
introduction to information retrieval (IR). The two basic components of IR are documents and
queries; the goal is to match the best documents from a collection (i.e. a corpus) to a given query.
To do this, documents and queries are transformed into vectors containing:
Terms - Each word in a document is mapped into a symbol called a term. Each term found in
the document corpus is represented as a vector index, the total number of different
terms determines the length of the query/document vector.
Term Weights - At each vector index, a real value measuring the degree to which the
corresponding term is present in the document.
With both queries and documents represented by vectors, a dot product determines those
documents most closely aligned with the query. Some additional tweaks can be applied to this
method:
Inverse Document Frequency (idf)- The idf is a measure of how a word is distributed within
the corpus (usually the inverse of the fraction of documents containing a term). Idf is
used to scale the vector space, shrinking it along dimensions representing commonly
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occurring words.
Stopwords - Very common words are often removed from the term list entirely.
Stemming - Words with common roots can be mapped to the same term.
Synonyms - Words that are strict synonyms can be mapped to the same term.
Word Position - Terms that appear close to each other in both the query and the document may
be weighted more heavily than terms that are widely separated.
Noun Phrases - Noun phrases can sometimes be lumped as a single term in vector space.
In Table 1, Salton [1988] describes some empirical results from applying various of these
improvements to information retrieval over generic corpi. Most significant among these results is
the dominance of ‘relevance feedback’ (i.e. applying a set of relevant documents as the IR ‘query’)
as the best means for enhancing system performance. This is born out by more current research in
the IR community: the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [TREC] offers a standard set of
information retrieval contexts and set of documents from previous years whose context relevance
has been assigned (none was available for the first year). Using relevance feedback to elaborate
standard queries provides a tremendous increase in system performance over ad-hoc querying. By
limiting our focus to design information retrieval and using specially tailored thesauri, we hope to
better the 10-20% performance improvement experienced by Salton. We will additionally relax the
mode of thesaurus implementation from that of strict synonymy to allow query elaboration with
multiple word ‘terms’, acronyms, and descriptive phrases.
Figure 2 shows the overall flow of information in the design infomation retrieval (DIR) system.
The user formulates a query which is then matched against the DIR context index (i.e. the design
thesauri) to determine its design content. This machine-generated context can then be edited by the
user for accuracy. This design context information can elaborate or replace the original query when
presented to the search engine operating on the actual design information. In addition, retrieved
design documents can be used to generate relevance feedback additions to the original query and
contextualization. Of note are the two significant points of user feedback in the DIR system:
correction of the machine-determined design context and relevance feedback. System parameters of
experimental interest are the determination of replacement/elaboration strategies and the breadth of
Table 1
Indexing Method

Impact on Performance

Basic single-term automatic indexing

benchmark

Use of thesaurus to group related terms in the given
topic area

+10% to +20%

Use of automatically derived term associations
obtained from joint term assignments found in
sample document collection

-10% to 0%

Use of automatically derived term phrases obtained
by using co-occuring terms found in the texts of
sample collections

+5% to +10%

Use of one iteration of relevance feedback to add
new query terms extracted from previously retrieved
relevant documents

+30% to +60%
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Flow of Information in DIR System. User Query generates context,
which can be edited by the user. Context can then replace or elaborate
original query when searching design information database.

design context used. In order to understand the impact of these variables, metrics for measuring IR
performance must be discussed.
Two closely coupled measures are used to assess
the performance of an IR system: precision and
recall. Figure 3 is a Venn diagram in which the
document corpus is the universal set. In response
to a user query, two subsets are generated: the
retrieval set (RET) representing the documents
from the corpus which the system has identified as
being relevant to the user query, and the relevant
set (REL) which is the set that contains all of the
documents actually relevant to the query. The
system performs perfectly when these subsets are
identical. The two performance metrics for a query
can be calculated once RET and REL have been
identified:
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Figure 3

Precision = #of docs in (RET ^ REL) / #of docs in (RET)
Recall = #of docs in (RET ^ REL) / #of docs in (REL)
The basic research method for determining IR performance is: develop a representative query set
for the information base, determine REL for each query (usually through consensus among human
experts), and get the system to generate RET for the various IR strategies under consideration.
Precision and recall are derived for each strategy to determine which are most effective. As was
mentioned, these two measures have empirically been determined to be coupled according to the
following relationship:
Precision*Recall = K
where K is a system constant
Figure 4 illustrates this relationship and illustrates the goal of our DIR experiments: to determine
the search strategies which maximize K while allowing precision to be traded against recall
according to information gathering needs. We will address the information reuse concerns
discussed above by studying two distinct information bases - a set of life-cycle design case studies
which test design issue indexing and a set of design notebooks to test function / component
indexing. The common thread tying these efforts is the development and use of a design thesaurus
for representing design context. We will now separately discuss the issue thesaurus and its
performance followed by the component/function thesaurus.
Indexing by Design Issue
Wood and Agogino [1996] describe the development of a hierarchical set of issues generic to lifecycle design. Culled from many sources [e.g. Boothroyd et al., 1991; Deiter, 1991], each
individual item is represented by a set of synonymous terms a description of the context in which
the
0.8

0.4

Increasing
K

0
0.8

0.4

Recall
Figure 4

Empirical Relation Between Precision and Recall. An increase in the
combined performance measure, K, provides better system
performance without penalty to either Recall or Precision.
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Manufacturing >
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Partial Design Issue Hierarchy. Shown in outline form for clarity, the issue
hierarchy expands further at each leaf demarked with a “>”. Over 500 nodes are
used to contextualize design issues.

item might arise, and linked (without semantic link labels) to superior and inferior items. Figure 5
demonstrates thesaurus coverage in terms of breadth and typical depth. Figure 6 shows a typical
thesaurus item.
Issue-Based Retrieval Experiments
A series of experiments were conducted to assess two primary system design considerations: how
to assign design issue context to a query by mapping it into items in the issue thesaurus and how to
use this context to improve design information retrieval as measured by precision and recall. The
experimental methodology is as follows:
Term: Assembly
Synonyms: Put together
Description: Construct subsystem by putting parts or components together.
Parent: Manufacturing
Children: Fastening , Fixturing , Time - Motion, Part Count, Part Insertion, Part
Handling, Assembly Line, Assembly Method, Process Control

Figure 6

Design Issue Thesuarus Item. Slots include parent(s), term, synonyms,
descriptive phrase, child(ren).
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Queries: Relevance feedback querying was chosen as the current best method for querying and
to eliminate possible bias in the query set. Full documents were extracted at random
from the Base Corpus and offered to the panelists as the basis for retrieval relevance
evaluation.
Base Corpus: The corpus of materials from which query documents was drawn is a collection
of multimedia case studies described in [Wood and Agogino, 1996]. The text from each
case study page was extracted, indexed in an IR system (WAIS [Kahle et al., 1993])
and referenced back to the originating multimedia page. The total size of the collection
is about 500 pages.
External Corpus: A mechanical engineering handbook [Kutz 1986] of approximately 2000
pages was scanned and optical character recognition performed on each scanned page.
The resulting text was indexed through an IR (WAIS) system and associated back to
the original page image.
A panel of five design experts with varying familiarity with the collection of case studies was
chosen. Provided a set of 40 base documents, each expert was asked to evaluate retrieval episodes
for the ten closest to his design expertise. Panelist performed three tasks for each base document:
mapping of the document into the design issue thesaurus, judging relevance of documents retrieved
from the Base Corpus, and judging relevance of documents retrieved from the External
Corpus.The subset of corpus documents over which relevance was judged for each query was
pooled from high-recall results sets from all experimental system configurations. Results from the
three tasks follow; interpreting each legend key determines the content of the query:
T: The context term is added to the query
Xt: Compound context terms are matched exactly
S: Term synonyms are added to the query
Ph: The descriptive phrase
P: Term parents are added to the query
C: Term children are added to the query
Context Assignment: Precision vs. Recall
1.0
0.9
Combined
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TS - stem
TSPhPC - stem
TSPhPCPh - stem
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Figure 7: Contextualization of Case Study Documents
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stem: The database was searched using stemming.
For information retrieval results, the following prefixes or substitutions appear:
Q: The original query is used (i.e. query elaboration). Absence of Q indicates query
replacement.
IR: The original query is used alone.
Auto: Automatic context assignment is used (the trailing number indicates the WAIS threshold
above which context terms are added)
Corr: Context assignment is corrected by user from among automatically assigned set.
Design Issue Context Assignment Results
Figure 7 shows a partial result set derived from the contextualization of case study documents into
the design issue thesaurus. The relevance judgments of the experts were used to benchmark the
performance of a variety of information retrieval strategies. In this case, the document was passed
as a query over a series of collections of documents created by representing each thesaurus concept
with a varying amount of information. Some comparisons are in order:
Stemming: Note the difference between the performance of ‘TS’ (the term+synonym database)
and TS-stem (the same database searched using stemming). For a given precision of
result, searching using word stems produces a greater recall. However, the maximum
precision that can be derived from a search is found by searching the unstemmed
database.
Context Specificity: The lines ‘TS - stem’, ‘TSPhPC - stem’, and ‘TSPhPCPh - stem’
(decreasing in context specificity respectively) show a classic precision vs. recall
tradeoff. As a design issue is described in broader terms, recall improves (a flatter
precision vs. recall curve) at the cost of precision.
These two points summarize one of the design points within the system: without specific
knowledge of a user’s preferences between precision and recall we cannot determine a best strategy
Intra-Corpus Retrieval: Precision vs. Recall
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Figure 8: Query elaboration/replacement within the base corpus
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for stemming or for context specificity. The graph labeled ‘Combined’ represents a simple attempt
(combining all tested techniques into a composite one) to provide an example of how the ‘sum is
greater than the parts’.
Issue-Based Retrieval Results: Intra-Corpus
Figure 8 compares the performance of various query elaboration/replacement techniques for
information retrieval within the base corpus. Of note here is the baseline technique of relevance
feedback, labeled ‘IR’. Plots prefixed with ‘A’ represent automatic contextualization and inclusion
of thesaurus items according to the codes from the previous section. Plots prefixed with ‘C’
represent a correction by the user of the thesaurus context. Plot strings containing ‘Q’ include the
original query, otherwise it is excluded. Two points of comparison are to be derived from this plot:
Query Elaboration vs. Query Replacement: Plots ‘AutoQTSPH - 200’ and ‘AutoTSPH - 200’
demonstrate the importance of the original query within the same corpus of
information. The former run, elaborating the query with terms from the thesaurus,
attains higher precision throughout the range of recall compared with replacing the
original query with the assigned context.
Automatic vs. Corrected Contextualization: The general trend shown in the figure is a precision
improvement of 10-30% in favor of a single step of context assignment feedback from
the user. This is significant search improvement at the cost a couple of simple mouse
clicks to remove spurious thesaurus terms.
In summation the design thesaurus improves query performance, but not markedly when compared
to the baseline relevance feedback. This is perhaps an artifact of the common jargon used across
the corpus which is not replicated by a thesaurus designed for generality. However, this thesaurus
is relatively successful in capturing design context as demonstrated by the small difference between
using a thesaurus-derived set of concepts for querying in place of the base document relevance
feedback. We will now consider how these results extend to retrieving design information from
outside of the original document collection.

Extra-Corpus Retrieval: Precision vs. Recall
0.6
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AutoXtSPh - 600
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Figure 9: Design issue thesaurus on extra corpus information
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Issue-Based Retrieval Results: Extra-Corpus
The set of experiments for extra-corpus information retrieval begins to demonstrate the true value
of using a design issue thesaurus. Figure 9 again uses IR to represent baseline relevance feedback
for querying the information base (in this case, an asterisk [*] added to the legend string denotes
the use of stemming). We now revisit the performance comparisons of the previous section:
Query Elaboration vs. Query Replacement: Plots ‘AutoQTSPh - 500’ and ‘AutoTSPh - 500’
demonstrate that in a heterogeneous information base, it is more effective to replace the
original query with its design context than to reinforce it with terms from the thesaurus.
Either method performs much better than simple relevance feedback (again labeled IR).
Automatic vs. Corrected Contextualization: Instead of 10-30% improvement derived from
correcting design context we now see on the order of 100% precision improvement for
the same recall levels.
We would be remiss if we did not note the absolute decrease in query performance compared to
intra-corpus retrieval. In the above experiments, querying external to an information base is only
half as effective as querying internal to it. It is suspected that this is due, in large measure, to the
relative conceptual proximity of documents within the base corpus. However, the performance
improvement gained by interposing a thesaurus between information bases is clearly demonstrated.
Overall, the results of the implementation of a design issue-based thesaurus are quite promising.
We are able to routinely achieve recall level of approximately 100% or precision levels of up 80%
(and many compromises in between). Such performance is almost to be expected when searching
design information which is ‘designed’ to be most generic - case studies and design handbooks.
We now turn our attention to the potentially more difficult problem of improving query
performance within actual design documentation.
Indexing by Component/Function
Design documentation created during the design process itself is very different in scope from case
studies and design handbooks. Case studies are a distilled version of information from the design
process, formatted into a cohesive story. In this section, we create a component and function
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Figure 10: The Dedal Framework
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thesaurus and, with a framework based on the Dedal system [Baudin et al., 1993], use it to index
design process information.
Introduction to Dedal
From analysis of design protocol studies, [Baudin et al., 1991] devised a two part framework for
engineering queries. These parts are the <descriptor> and the <subject> (Figure 10). The
<descriptor> is a generic engineering concept that crops up repeatedly in design discourse.
Engineers want to consider alternatives, for example, and examine assumptions. The <subject> is
a specific part of the device model, such as a motor or a linkage. Together, these form a Dedal
query.
In previous incarnations of Dedal, final report documentation was hand indexed for <descriptors>
and <subjects>. This resulted in precision of up to 70% and recall up to 90%, somewhat lower
than values for design issue indexing. However, manual indexing requires a great deal of
overhead. An indexer has to be both familiar with the subject matter (presumably an engineer on a
project) and have the time to mark all relevant text.
DedalAI strives to capitalize on the power of the Dedal’s design information retrieval model while
mitigating the resource demands of hand indexing design text. Application of a generic thesaurus
for the descriptor query component was explored by Yang and Cutkosky [1997]. Synonyms and
words related to the ten Dedal descriptors which were found in electronic design notebooks used to
document several design projects. For example, a synonym generated for the descriptor
<Alternative> was “possibilities”; the Dedal query <Alternative> of <actuator> would return any
chunk of text containing both the word “possibilities” and the manually indexed subject
<actuator>. Tests on three different electronic notebooks with three different descriptors improved
retrieval precision between 30 and 50% over non-thesaurus searches. Test for breadth of
application of the descriptor thesaurus proved its utility on other types of documents, such as
patents, with similar content.
With a viable descriptor thesaurus in hand, we now turn to the development of a subject thesaurus
to complete the DedalAI framework. Using a similar approach to that taken descriptors two sources
for thesaurus terms present themselves: final project reports (including CAD drawings and
diagrams) and informal project design notes. The formality of the final reports eases the task of
creating a thesaurus, but because these reports are generated specifically due to the academic nature
of the design projects they may not generalize to non-academic design (although certainly the CAD
portions of final reports are generic). On the other hand, the design notebooks represent the generic
communication that takes place in the process of team-design. The question is: What is the better
source of information for generating a subject thesaurus, informal in-process documents or formal
final design documents? The experimental methodology for exploring this question is outlined
below:
Queries: In Dedal (and DedalAI), plain English questions are translated1 into <descriptor>
<subject> query format. For example, the question “What actuator alternatives were
considered?” becomes <Alternative> of <actuator>. Generic design queries were
created based on experience of actual design information demands [Baudin et al.,
1991].
Corpus: Three sets of project documentation, including the electronic design notebooks from
all designers and the final report, from a graduate level course in electromechanical
1

Untranslated queries were studied and provided quite poor results, automatic contextualization like that
done for design issues is not covered in this paper.
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design. Students work in teams of three or more over a nine-month period, starting
from conceptual design to working prototype. The projects examined here include the
design of a car bumper, a fountain, and a personal digital assistant. Typical corpus size
is ~5000 documents (~2MB of ASCII text).
The electronic design notebooks were created in PENS (Personal Electronic Notebook with
Sharing) [Hong et al., 1994], a tool for generating collaborative, Web-based notebooks from text
and images. Students were strongly encouraged to document as much of their work as possible in
PENS, from to-do lists to formal reports. As a result, the PENS notebooks document much of
each team’s design process. Notebook entries vary widely in nature, from fragmentary to wellorganized. Comprehensive final reports for the class were generated by teams at the end of the
year. Reports contained detailed information on the final design, such as CAD drawings and
diagrams, as well as content drawn from PENS notes.
Model Building and Thesaurus Generation
Two artifact models were created for each project, one drawn from information found in final
reports (we will label these CAD models), another from design model fragments found throughout
the design notebooks (labeled DP models). The level of formality of these models is sufficient only
for determining system decomposition and for assigning names to subsystems. Synonyms for both
form and function were assigned to each node. Examples of CAD and design process models for
the car bumper project are shown in Figure 11.
Synonyms and function for parts of the CAD model were found by using a Web-based dictionary
and thesaurus engine [Hypertext Webster Gateway at UCSD]. This dictionary includes searches on
Webster’s Dictionary and WordNet, a semantic net thesaurus, and is presumably an objective,
repeatable way of finding such information. While searching for these synonyms and functions,
however, it quickly became obvious that many of these terms, like “Pedestrian Impact Guard”, are
too specific to be found in a general purpose dictionary. In these cases, the most general form of
that part name, such as “guard,” was used.
Creation of models for the DP thesaurus was less straightforward than for the CAD models
because of the implicit and incomplete nature of model description in something informal like
CAD Model

SUBJECT =

Legform
Impactor

Design Process Model

SYNONYM
limb
member

SUBJECT =

Legform
Impactor

SYNONYM
impactor
legform
impact device
leg
simulator

FUNCTION
support
FUNCTION
measure

FUNCTION
measure
sense

Acceleration
Sensor

Accelerometer
Femur

Femur
FUNCTION
convert

Rotary
transducer

FUNCTION
measure
sense

FUNCTION
support

Rotary
transducer

Tibia
FUNCTION
convert

Linear
tranducer

Deformable
connection

FUNCTION
measure
sense

FUNCTION
support

Tibia
Linear
tranducer

Knee

FUNCTION
simulate
connect

FUNCTION
deform
connect
join

FUNCTION
simulate
replicate
test
sense
shear
rotate
measure
deform

Coating

FUNCTION
simulate
shear
roate
FUNCTION
simulate
shear
roate

FUNCTION
simulate

Figure 11: Parent-child clusters based on CAD drawings and design process documentation
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PENS notes. While some diagrams and drawings are provided in PENS notebooks, they aren’t
contextualized as thoroughly as might be found in a final report. Ideally, neat models could be
extracted from a notebook from time to time to show “snapshots” of a changing design, but it is
difficult to create a single model for an evolving design. For this reason, fragments from various
stages of design are linked together (e.g. a bumper and impact guard are composed).
Form synonyms and functions for the DP model were generated by examining the design
notebooks carefully for references to the part. Two distinct ways of referring to parts were found:
1) domain specific synonyms and 2) generic design words. Domain specific synonyms for the
supporting structure of the fountain are “skeleton”, “box”, or “cradle”; their association requires
some understanding of the project and its jargon. Generic design words were used like pronouns
to describe a design: the fountain project’s nozzle is variously called a “system,” a “device,” a
“prototype,” and a “design.”
DedalAI Retrieval Results
Retrieval runs were performed for a set of questions for each design notebook. In each case the
descriptor thesaurus was used. The various strategies for applying the subject thesaurus and their
corresponding graph label strings are as follows:
SubjOnly: No thesaurus, subject alone
SubjArt: Add form synonyms for the subject (artifact)
SubjFunc: Add function terms for the subject
SubjArtFunc: Add both form and function synonyms
PC: add parent/child terms
The product of precision and recall (K) roughly indicates the overall performance of a particular
information retrieval approach. Figure 12 compares K values for the design process thesaurus
against those for the CAD thesaurus for each retrieval episode. Because the majority of points fall
K of DP vs. K of CAD
SubjOnly
SubjArt
SubjFunc
SubjArtFunc
SubjArtPC
SubjFuncPC
SubjArtPCfuncPC
Ave SubjOnly
Ave SubjArt
Ave SubjFunc
Ave SubjArtFunc
Ave SubjArtPC
Ave SubjFuncPC
Ave SubjArtPCfuncPC
Kdp = Kcad

K for DP

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

K for CAD
Figure 12: Comparison of DP and CAD thesaurus by K value
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DP - CAD Precision vs. Recall
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0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Difference in Recall
Figure 13: Comparison of Precision and Recall Differences for DP and CAD thesauri

above the Kdp = Kcad line, it appears that the DP thesaurus is more effective at finding correct
answers than the CAD thesaurus. Of particular note is the set of points aligned near the vertical
axis. This indicates that the design process thesaurus is effective in cases where the CAD thesaurus
is almost completely useless, a strong result which might indicate a change in language from the
design process to the final design documentation.
Figure 13 details the results of Figure 12, showing the difference in precision and recall
performance between the two thesauri. The design process thesaurus almost always out performs
SYNONYM
design
system
prototype

SYNONYM
buffer
bar
SUBJECT =

FUNCTION
resist
deaden
absorb
prevent

Pedestrian Leg
Impact System

Controlled
Shear
Bumper

SUBJECT =

FUNCTION
resist
deaden
absorb
prevent

FUNCTION
absorb
prevent
protect

Pedestrian
Impact
Guard
Integrated
Linkages
FUNCTION
link
fasten
join
transmit

Bumper
FUNCTION
absorb
prevent
deploy
protect

Bumper

Impact guard
FUNCTION
defend
protect
guard
shield

FUNCTION
deploy
prevent
retract

Figure 14: Difference in part naming in CAD and DP models
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Movement
system
FUNCTION
sense
activat
move
deploy

the CAD thesaurus with respect to recall and generally improves on its precision as well. Again, if
one wants access to in-process design documentation it appears to pay to align queries with the
less-formal language found there. The largest average gap between the two thesauri comes when
only SubjArt or SubjFunc terms are added, showing a 50% difference in recall with a 10%
improvement in precision.
Discussion
The generation of models from CAD drawings and other diagrams from a final report are
straightforward. Part names and relationships are relatively unambiguous. In PENS design
notebooks, informal, partial device models are generated constantly throughout the design process.
These models are usually fragmentary, with the team concentrating on only a portion of the design
at a time. Figure 14 shows how the view of a design that emerges from final documentation differ
substantially from that seen in day-to-day documentation. The language used to describe parts of a
design in these notebooks can be very different than the language used in a final report or CAD
drawing, potentially chainging with each new design iteration. Immersed in the design task, the
language of discourse can also be very general (i.e. calling the fountain assembly the “prototype”).
The results of the preceding experiments bear these observations out: To access in-process
documentation, there is a clear advantage to accumulating a thesaurus rather than deriving one from
the final design.
Conclusions
We have presented a framework for a design information retrieval (DIR) system that is a step
towards increasing the reuse of informal knowledge in design. The system utilizes several thesauri,
covering design issues, artifact components, and component functions to capture and enhance
context for search and retrieval. The results of testing these thesauri on design case studies and
design notebooks are summarized below :
• There is no one correct approach to determining the context of a case
study for the design issue thesaurus. The choice of strategy depends on a
particular user’s preference between precision and recall.
• Within the corpus of case studies, the use of a design issue thesaurus can
improve query performance compared to relevance feedback systems,
though not significantly. The major finding here is that by equaling the
performance of relevance feedback, design context comprised of a set of
design issues selected from the hierarchical thesaurus adequately
represents these documents.
• When the design issue thesaurus is used on outside collections, it
provides very promising results. Tests consistently show recall levels of
100% and precision of nearly 80%. Thus the generality of the issue
thesaurus is demonstrated.
• The use of a thesaurus of function/component terms derived from design
notebooks performs better than a thesaurus derived from formal final
reports. The trade-off lies in the effort required to create the models.
Models based on final reports are straightforward to derive, while models
from design notes require some knowledge of the domain.
These results suggest that the DIR approach of exploiting design context as a way to search and
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retrieve design information will eventually lead to a viable system to help designers to locate
external design knowledge, the first step towards its effective reuse.
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